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ABSTRACT: A four stroke IC engine has four stroke cycle that is intake, 

compression, expansion and exhaust in two different cylinder to increase the 

expansion ratio. In first cylinder occurs intake and compression and in second 

cylinder expansion and exhaust occurs. In first cylinder an inlet valve for 

compression, in second cylinder an exhaust valve for power/expansion and a 

transfer valve located between the two cylinder operated by a cam associated with 

the crankshaft. By elimination of half speed of camshaft and chain drive/ timing 

gear we can archive all the four stroke cycle in one revolution rather than two 

revolution by elimination of camshaft half speed and chain drive/ timing gear in 

four stroke engine. Further two pistons are utilized in the cylinders and a heat 

exchanger to utilized exhaust heat for heating compressed charge to increase the 

efficiency. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

A [1] four-stroke engine is an IC engine in wherein the piston finishes four strokes 

in two revolution of crankshaft [2]. A [3] four stroke cycle define as reciprocating 

motion of piston inside the cylinder from bottom dead center to top dead center in 

two revolution [4]. A four stroke cycle comprise of intake stroke, compression 

stroke, expansion stroke and exhaust stroke [5]. An IC motor is a heat motor in which 
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the fuel's combustion is carried out using an oxidation in a combustion chamber that 

forms part of the working fluid flow circuit. The extension of the high temperature 

and high-pressure gases generated by combustion in an internal combustion engine 

uses direct force on some engine element. The strength is generally applied to 

pistons, turbine blades, rotor or dust. This force transforms the element into helpful 

mechanical energy over a certain range. The word internal combustion engine 

generally means an engine with intermittent combustion such as the more familiar 

four-hour and two-hour piston drive motors, along with versions such as the six-hour 

column motor and rotary engine. The second group of inner combustion motors use 

ongoing combustion: gas turbines, jet motors and most rocket motors each using the 

same principle as earlier outline. Arms of fire are also a type of internal combustion 

engine. 

 

WORKING 

 

In this four stroke IC engine having two cylinder wherein first cylinder is for intake 

and compression cycle and second cylinder is for expansion and exhaust cycle [6]. 

The first cylinder has compression piston and second cylinder has expansion piston 

where the compression piston has less displacement then expansion piston [7]. The 

pistons are connected with the connecting rods on crankshaft using pair of crankpins 

[8]. The upgrades in combustion including first cylinder with an inlet valve in its 

head and second cylinder with an exhaust valve in its head [9]. A transfer valve is 

interconnected between first and second cylinder for closing and opening of cylinder 

for short duration when the compression piston is at top dead center first cylinder 

opens and compressed charge transfer to second cylinder for expansion and exhaust 

cycle [10]. A heat exchanger placed between the both cylinders for utilizing exhaust 
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heat for heating the compressed charge while transferring to the second cylinder 

[11].  

RESULT & CONCLUSION 

 

This four stroke IC engine will complete its all four stroke cycle in one revolution 

due to which it will increase the efficiency and torque of the engine. This IC engine 

with double cylinder and double piston give proper and appropriate combustion 

timing and produce high energy. 
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